Progress Report 2
July 10 - August 6

Notes
●
●

●
●

We’re speaking with community members, ICON Team and P-reps about story ideas
— please feel free to suggest your own (contact hello@theicon.ist).
We launched our new, updated website at the end of July, right on time according to
schedule. It’s a big website, and we’re still working out some bugs, but the core
function — listing of daily news — works great.
We’ve added new article categories: ICON product how-to guides and ICX
speculation posts.
Some key takeaways from July:
○ The website update was a very big task, and took up a lot of our time and
resources.
○ ICX price updates are a popular topic that we used to shy away from when
we operated as an ICON-owned blog. We aim to keep this running as an
ongoing article series as long as it continues to get positive feedback.

PROGRESS REPORT
Website Update
●
●
●

The new website is now online.
We are still troubleshooting and looking for areas that could be improved. We hope to
publicly announce the final version of the website within a couple of weeks.
The community portal was launched on the upgraded website as promised. However,
it currently has limited functionality as we found it to be far more difficult to implement
than expected.

●

If anybody in the ICON community can recommend a plugin or widget or offer a tip
that would improve the functionality of the community portal, we would greatly
appreciate it!

The Iconist News
Published Articles
NOTE: Our goal is to publish 5 articles per week
Week

Date

Headline & Link

Wk 1

7/12

Korean Banks’ Crypto Whitelist and ICX

7/13

Korean Banks Bet on Digital Asset Custody

7/14

Which ICX Wallet Should You Use?

7/15

Shopping With Crypto Slowly Rolling Out in Korea

7/16

TJ Hunt Wants to Make the CPS Awesome

7/17

All the Best Ways to Stake Your ICX

7/19

No Extended Deadline for Korean Exchanges to Register

7/21

Balanced is Getting a Rebalancing

Wk 2

Wk 3

Wk 4

7/22

ICONLOOP Puts DID to Use in Steel Giant’s New Startup Incubator

7/23

Could ICX Gain 50% Within the Next Three Weeks?

7/24

Token Score Factory: Making Blockchain One Step Easier

7/26

Korean National Treasure Reborn as NFT

7/27

Project Nebula: A Breathtaking Space Epic Powered by ICON and NFTs

7/28

Korean Lawmaker Launches Bill to Promote Crypto Industry

7/29

Top Exchanges for Buying ICX

7/30

ICON Programming Courses in Vietnam National University

7/30

ICX Moves in on 50% Price Rise

8/02

Small Exchanges Close Due to Looming Deadline, Investigations

8/02

Korean Presidential Hopeful Calls for Crypto Acceptance/NFTs Face
Reporting Requirements?

8/03

Craft Network Gives ICON a NFT Market All Its Own

8/04

Report: Bank Asks Bithumb, Coinone to Suspend Crypto Deposits,
Withdrawals

8/05

WSJ Profiles ICON-based Sports Betting App, ZenSports

8/06

Fake out or Break out? Will ICX keep climbing?

8/06

Could New Financial Watchdogs Embrace Crypto?

Articles in Progress
NOTE: Some posts are planned in advance (as below), whereas others are based on daily
news. Not all articles listed below will make it to print.
ICON & P-Rep interviews / news / updates:
● Stakin
● Rhizome
● ICONation
● ICE Network
● ICON 2.0 / BTP
NOTE: If you have something to share with the community, get in touch
(hello@theicon.ist)
ZenSports — upcoming announcement
Winible
ICON development update

How it works: MetrICX, Optimus, understanding crypto charts, etc.
DApp development resources

Global DID market growth
DeFi article series
NFT article series
If you have story ideas, we welcome you to get in touch (hello@theicon.ist).

Podcasts / Video
●
●

We have a plan for a regular podcast series in place and aim to kick it off this month.
We published a video interview with Fez from Eye on Icon in July.

Public Relations
PR / Media Syndication
●
●

●

We didn’t do any PR outreach in July but we have spoken with iBriz about a PR
angle we can likely share for them in August.
Our intention is to give PR support once per month on average — but we can’t make
the news. We need updates from P-Reps to give us something to contact the media
about, as you are ICON’s newsmakers!
Please email us (hello@theicon.ist) if you have a big story coming up that you feel
deserves attention beyond The Iconist. With a strong background in PR, G3 Partners
is an excellent choice to help you share your story with global media — and best of
all, we can do so at no extra cost to your team, thanks to the CPF!

Weekly Newsletter
Date

Headline

7/15

This Week in ICON: ICX Bull Run, ICONex Replacement, and More

7/22

On the Future of Balanced DAO and the CPS

7/30

ICX is Heating Up

8/05

This Week in ICON: An NFT Marketplace Of Our Very Own

Social Media
-

-

-

Our social media channels are updated daily. Please have a look:
- Twitter
- LinkedIn
- Facebook
We boosted top posts on LinkedIn throughout the month of July. From August, we
are now ramping up social media promotion to regularly boost multiple posts every
week.
We are of course restricted with some content / topics — and even choice of
advertising channel — due to platform rules regarding cryptocurrency advertising.

ICON Community Portal
●

●

As mentioned above, the community portal is online, but with limited functionality at
present as we found it quite difficult to build this part of the website the way we had
envisioned.
If anybody in the ICON community can make any recommendations or offer
assistance to help us improve the community portal experience, it would be greatly
appreciated!

If you have any questions about the content in this progress report, please contact Dean
(hello@theicon.ist).
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